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The Service will, at the carrier’s option, retain custody of the excluded
alien for an additional 7 days beyond
the date of the deportation/exclusion
order. If, after the third day of this additional 7-day period, the carrier has
not made all the necessary transportation arrangements for the excluded
alien to be returned to his or her point
of embarkation by the end of the additional 7-day period, the Service will
make the arrangements and bill the
carrier for its costs.
§ 241.25 Deportation.
(a) Definitions of terms. For the purposes of this section, the following
terms mean:
(1) Adjacent island—as defined in section 101(b)(5) of the Act.
(2) Foreign contiguous territory—any
country sharing a common boundary
with the United States.
(3) Residence in foreign contiguous territory or adjacent island—any physical
presence, regardless of intent, in a foreign contiguous territory or an adjacent island if the government of such
territory or island agrees to accept the
alien.
(4) Aircraft or vessel—any conveyance
and other mode of travel by which arrival is effected.
(5) Next available flight—the carrier’s
next regularly scheduled departure to
the excluded alien’s point of embarkation regardless of seat availability.
If the carrier’s next regularly scheduled departure to the excluded aliens
point of embarkation is full, the carrier has the option of arranging for return transportation on other carriers
which service the excluded aliens point
of embarkation.
(b) Place to which deported. Any alien
(other than an alien crewmember or an
alien who boarded an aircraft or vessel
in foreign contiguous territory or an
adjacent island) who is ordered excluded shall be deported to the country
where the alien boarded the vessel or
aircraft on which the alien arrived in
the United States. Otherwise, the Secretary may, as a matter of discretion,
deport the alien to the country of
which the alien is a subject, citizen, or
national; the country where the alien
was born; the country where the alien
has a residence; or any other country.

(c) Contiguous territory and adjacent
islands. Any alien ordered excluded who
boarded an aircraft or vessel in foreign
contiguous territory or in any adjacent
island shall be deported to such foreign
contiguous territory or adjacent island
if the alien is a native, citizen, subject,
or national of such foreign contiguous
territory or adjacent island, or if the
alien has a residence in such foreign
contiguous territory or adjacent island. Otherwise, the alien shall be deported, in the first instance, to the
country in which is located the port at
which the alien embarked for such foreign contiguous territory or adjacent
island.
(d) Land border pedestrian arrivals.
Any alien ordered excluded who arrived
at a land border on foot shall be deported in the same manner as if the
alien had boarded a vessel or aircraft in
foreign contiguous territory.
[62 FR 10378, Mar. 6, 1997, as amended at 70
FR 673, Jan. 5, 2005]

§§ 241.26–241.29

[Reserved]

Subpart C—Deportation of Aliens
in the United States (for Hearings Commenced Prior to
April 1, 1997)
§ 241.30 Proceedings commenced prior
to April 1, 1997.
Subpart C of 8 CFR part 241 applies
to deportation proceedings commenced
prior to April 1, 1997. All references to
the Act contained in this subpart are
references to the Act in effect prior to
April 1, 1997.
§ 241.31 Final order of deportation.
An order of deportation becomes
final in accordance with 8 CFR 1241.31.
[70 FR 673, Jan. 5, 2005]

§ 241.32 Warrant of deportation.
A Form I–205, Warrant of Deportation, based upon the final administrative order of deportation in the alien’s
case shall be issued by a district director. The district director shall exercise
the authority contained in section 243
of the Act to determine at whose expense the alien shall be deported and
whether his or her mental or physical
condition requires personal care and
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attention en route to his or her destination.
§ 241.33 Expulsion.
(a) Execution of order. Except in the
exercise of discretion by the district director, and for such reasons as are set
forth in § 212.5(b) of this chapter, once
an order of deportation becomes final,
an alien shall be taken into custody
and the order shall be executed. An
order of deportation becomes final in
accordance with 8 CFR 1241.31.
(b) Service of decision. In the case of
an order entered by any of the authorities enumerated above, the order shall
be executed no sooner than 72 hours
after service of the decision, regardless
of whether the alien is in Service custody, provided that such period may be
waived on the knowing and voluntary
request of the alien. Nothing in this
paragraph shall be construed, however,
to preclude assumption of custody by
the Service at the time of issuance of
the final order.
[62 FR 10378, Mar. 6, 1997, as amended at 65
FR 82256, Dec. 28, 2000; 70 FR 674, Jan. 5, 2005]

PARTS 242–243 [RESERVED]
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PART 244—TEMPORARY PROTECTED
STATUS FOR NATIONALS OF DESIGNATED STATES
Sec.
244.1 Definitions.
244.2 Eligibility.
244.3 Applicability of grounds of inadmissibility.
244.4 Ineligible aliens.
244.5 Temporary treatment benefits for eligible aliens.
244.6 Application.
244.7 Filing the application.
244.8 Appearance.
244.9 Evidence.
244.10 Decision by the director or Administrative Appeals Unit (AAU).
244.11 Renewal of application; appeal to the
Board of Immigration Appeals.
244.12 Employment authorization.
244.13 Termination of temporary treatment
benefits.
244.14 Withdrawal of Temporary Protected
Status.
244.15 Travel abroad.
244.16 Confidentiality.
244.17 Annual registration.
244.18 Issuance of charging documents; detention.

244.19

Termination of designation.

AUTHORITY: 8 U.S.C. 1103, 1254, 1254a note, 8
CFR part 2.

§ 244.1

Definitions.

As used in this part:
Brief, casual, and innocent absence
means a departure from the United
States that satisfies the following criteria:
(1) Each such absence was of short
duration and reasonably calculated to
accomplish the purpose(s) for the absence;
(2) The absence was not the result of
an order of deportation, an order of
voluntary departure, or an administrative grant of voluntary departure without the institution of deportation proceedings; and
(3) The purposes for the absence from
the United States or actions while outside of the United States were not contrary to law.
Charging document means the written
instrument which initiates a proceeding before an Immigration Judge.
For proceedings initiated prior to April
1, 1997, these documents include an
Order to Show Cause, a Notice to Applicant for Admission Detained for
Hearing before Immigration Judge, and
a Notice of Intention to Rescind and
Request for Hearing by Alien. For proceedings initiated after April 1, 1997,
these documents include a Notice to
Appear, a Notice of Referral to Immigration Judge, and a Notice of Intention to Rescind and Request for Hearing by Alien.
Continuously physically present means
actual physical presence in the United
States for the entire period specified in
the regulations. An alien shall not be
considered to have failed to maintain
continuous physical presence in the
United States by virtue of brief, casual,
and innocent absences as defined within this section.
Continuously resided means residing
in the United States for the entire period specified in the regulations. An
alien shall not be considered to have
failed to maintain continuous residence in the United States by reason of
a brief, casual and innocent absence as
defined within this section or due
merely to a brief temporary trip
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